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Let F be a finite extension of 0, and let L/F be a totally ramified, normal exten- 
sion of degree p2” with normal subextensions KJF and K’/F satisfying K n K’ = F, 
KK’=L., and [K: F] = [K’ : FJ Let ‘p be the maximal ideal of D,. Suppose 
t 1( K/F) = t ,(K’/F) = 1, where t, denotes the tirst breakpoint in the Hilbert ramifica- 
tion sequence for the extensions. We introduce canonical invariants of the exten- 
sions L/K/F and L/K’/F which determine M,(K, K’), the maximal integer m so that 
D, + ‘pm = D,, + ‘!@“. In addition, we show that if L and R’ are prime elements of 
D3, and Dx, then 
UL(A - n’) > UL(~[) 0 U~(T - n’) = M,(K, K’) 
As a final consequence, we show that 
ML(K,K’)<max{2p”-1G21.2p”-lG;I}. 
where G, and G; are the 2nd ramification subgroups of G =Gal(K/F) and 
G’ = Gal(K’/F), sharpening a previous upper bound given for M,(K, K’) under 
these hypotheses. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let F be a finite extension of Q, and suppose L/F is a finite extension. 
Let K and K' be subfields of L with Kn K' = F. The ring of integers of L 
is denoted by 0, and the maximal ideal of c), is ‘p. DK and 0,. are said 
to have corresponding residue systems mod ‘pm is 0, + ‘$3”’ = OK, + ‘pm. 
*This research was partially supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post- 
Secondary Education. 
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Define M,(K, K’) = maxim : 0, + Cp” = OK, + ‘$F}. In terms of elements 
of n, and S),., we have 
ML(K’ K’) = max i m 
Vj3 E DK 38’ E DKs so that /3 - fl’ (mod ‘pm) 
’ VP’ E OK, 3/? E 0, so that /?’ = /? (mod VP”). 
If p and p’ denote the maximal ideals of 0, and D,, respectively, and 
[K: F] = [K’ : F], then an equivalent definition of M,(K, K’) is 
M,(K, K’) = max{ uL(rc - n’) : rrDK = p and n’DK = p’} (see (1.1)). 
McCulloh and Stout [2] showed in Theorem 1.7 that if K/F and K’/F 
are not totally ramified at ‘Q, then M,(K, K’) = 0. Moreover, if K/F and 
K’/F are totally ramified at ‘Q, e is the ramification index of !JJ over F, 
and n=min{ [K: F], [K’ : F]}, then Theorem 1.8 of [2] shows that 
M,(K, K’) = e/n, unless [K : F] = [K’ : F] = a power of p (the rational 
prime divisible by Cp). 
In view of the above information, we hereafter assume that L/F is a 
finite, normal, totally ramified extension of degree p2” and that K/F and 
K’/F are normal subextensions satisfying KK’ = L, Kn K’ = F, and 
[K: F] = [K’ : F] = p”. Under these conditions, the results of Butts and 
Mann Cl] show that 
M,(K, K’) d p”(t + 11, 
where t = min{ t,(K/F), tl(K’/F)} and tl denotes the first breakpoint in the 
Hilbert sequence of ramification groups for the extension. 
If, in addition, KfF and K’/F are cyclic extensions of degree p, McCulloh 
and Stout [2, Theorem 3.11 showed that 
M,(K, K’) = p(t + 1) - t,(L/F). 
McCulloh generalized this result to the case where K/F and K’/F are cyclic 
extensions of degree p” and showed that [3, TheoremA] 
M,(K, K’)=p”(t+ l)-p”-‘tl(L/F). 
Vogt showed, however, that the ramification numbers do not suffice, in 
general. In Chapter V of [6], he constructed a finite extension F of Q2 and 
an elementary abelian, totally ramified extension L/F of degree 16 such that 
the Hilbert sequence for L/F has a unique breakpoint at 1. Therefore, the 
ramification sequences for K/F and K’fF also have unique breakpoints 
at 1. We then have t,(K/F)= tl(K’/F) = t,(L/F)= 1, but Vogt exhibited 
subtields K, K’ and K” of L such that M,(K, K’) # M,(K’, K”). 
Whenever LfF is totally ramified and K/F and K’/F are normal exten- 
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sions of degree p”, Stout obtained upper and lower bounds for M,(K, K’). 
He showed in 3.1 and 4.1 of [S] that 
p”(t1(UF) + 1) - P”-‘wm 
< M,(K, K’) 
. 
‘m1n 
p”(t,W/J’) + 1) - t,(h’K’). 
p”(t,(K’/F)+ l)-t,(L/K). (0.1) 
In Section 2 of this paper, we introduce invariants of the extensions K/F 
and K’/F (see (1.5) and (2.1)) which determine ML( K, K’) whenever 
t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1 (see (3.1)). In fact, we show that if x and rc’ are 
prime elements of Do, and D,. , then uL(z - n’) > oL(rc) ( = p”) if and only 
if uL(rt - n’) = M,(K, K’). As a final consequence, under the above condi- 
tions, we sharpen the upper bound of (0.1) for M,(K, K’) and place our 
results in the context of known results when K/F and K’/F are cyclic 
extensions (see 3.7). 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, unless otherwise noted, F is a finite extension of Q, and 
L/F is a totally ramified, finite extension. Recall that if [K : F] = [K’ : F], 
then 
M,(K, K’) = max{m E Z: V/l E D, 38’ E D,, so that /I E 8 (mod pm)}. 
The first two lemmas provide us with a tool to help compute M,(K, K’). 
(1.1) LEMMA (Butts and Mann). Let LJF be a totally raml>ed extension 
with subextensions K/F and K’IF satisfying [K : F] = [K’ : F]. Then 
M,(K, K’)=max{u,(n-x’):lcD3.=p and z’S~~,=p’). 
(Sketch of) Proof If rc is a prime element of K, then 
max{u,(n - a): LED,,} is attained when a is a prime element of K’. Thus 
max{u,(7r - 71’): 7cD K= p and n’D3, = p’} 2 M,(K, K’). The result then 
follows easily from the facts that D, = DF[n] for all prime elements n of 
K and that for any f(x) E O,[x], we have uL(7c - n’) d uL(f(n) -f(rc’)). 
The next lemma provides a technique to compute uL(7t -XI), and thus 
M,(K, K’), in terms of irrF(z) and irr,(n’). 
(1.2) LEMMA (Stout). Let L/F be a totally ramified extension with sub- 
extensions K/F and K’JF satisfying KK’ = L, Kn K’ = F, and [L : K] = 
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[L : K’] = [K’ : F] = n. Further, suppose that z and 71’ are prime elements of 
D, and D,., respectively, with 
f(x)=irrF(7r)=ao+alx+ ... +a,-,x”-‘+x” 
g(x)=irr,(z’)=a&+al,x+ ... +a;-,x”-‘+x”. 
Then v,(n-n’)=min{v,(ai-aj)+i:O<idn-1). 
Proof Let r be the set of embeddings of L into an algebraic closure of 
L which fix K. Then, for any CJE r and XED~, we know that 
VJX) = v~(~x). Therefore, VJB - n’) = V~(G(Z - z’)) = vL(n -OX’). We then 
have 
Since f(z) = 0, we have 
n.v,(n-71')=vL(g(a)-ff(n)) 
( 
n-1 
= VL i:. (4 - 4) xi 
> 
( 
n-1 
=n.v, C (ai-ai)72 . 
i=O ) 
Therefore, 
( 
n-1 
vL(7c-7r’)=vK 1 (ai-al)79 . 
i=O > 
As f(x) and g(x) have coefficients in F and the extensions K/F and K’/F 
are totally ramified, we have vK(ai-aj) ~0 (mod n). Hence, 
vK((ai - al) n’) = vK(ai - a:) + is i (mod n), 
SO the elements of { vK((ai- al) &)} are all distinct mod n. We then have 
vL(n-7C)=vK 
( 
n-1 
C (ai-a:)n’ =min(v,(ai-a;)n+i), 
i=O > 
and the lemma is proven. 1 
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In the following discussion, we make use of the Hilbert ramification 
sequence of subgroups of 9 = Gal(L/F), G = Gal(K/F), and G’ = Gal(K’/F), 
assuming K/F and K’/F are normal subextensions. For details, see [4, 
Chapter IV], for example. Define t,(L/F) =min{i: $ #s+ l}r the first 
breakpoint in the Hilbert sequence for L/F. Similarly, let t,(K/F) and 
t,(K’/F) denote the first breakpoints in the ramification sequences for K/F 
and K’/F, respectively. It can be easily verified, using the Herbrand 
ramification functions corresponding to the extensions, that 
t,(L/F)=min(t,(K/F), t,(L/K)) =min(t,(K’/F), tl(L/K’)). (1.3) 
We now define an important invariant of the extension K/F which plays 
the key role in determining M,(K, K’) when Gal(L/F) is a p-group. 
Suppose L/F is a totally ramified, normal extension of degree pm and K/F 
is a normal subextension of degree p”. Let t = tl(K/F), the first breakpoint 
of the sequence of ramification groups of G = Gal(K/F). Since G is a 
p-group, we know that t Z 1 [4, Proposition 1, p. 62; Corollary 1, p. 671. 
Recall that ‘p is the maximal ideal of 0, and p is the maximal ideal of nK. 
Let n be a prime element of D,. We define 
0,: G/G,+, +,'/,'+' by aG,+l 
mL-rL 
k-b---tp"'. 
71 
It is well known (see, for example, [4, pp. 66671 that 8, is an injective 
homomorphism independent of the choice of prime element z of DK. 
As L/K is totally ramified, pDL = ‘p’, where r = [L : K]. Therefore, 
p’/p’ + ’ z ‘$“/!JYf’ I. Let i, : p’/p’ + ’ -+ (p”/!JY’+ ’ be this isomorphism. Let 
pr:G+G,+, denote the canonical projection from G onto G/G,+, . We 
then define 
That is, 0; = i,o O,op,. We then have the following proposition: 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. The map 6): is a homomorphism, with kernel G,, , , 
independent of the choice of 7~. Therefore, @k(G) is an invariant of the exten- 
sions L,lK/F. 
If K’/F is another normal subextension of L/F, with [L/K’] = r, then we 
can similarly define Sk. : G’ -+ p”‘/Fp” + ‘, where G’ = Gal( K’/F) and 
t’ = t ,(K’/F), the first breakpoint of the Hilbert sequence for K/F. 
In the next section, we assume that L/F is a normal extension of degree 
p’” with KK’=L, KnK’=F, [K:Fl=[K’:F](=p”), and t,(K/F)= 
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t,(K’/F)= 1. In this case, t,(L/F)= 1, as well by (1.3). Under these condi- 
tions, we see that M,(K, K’) can be determined by comparing the images 
of O;(G) and @$(G’). 
2. CANONICAL INVARIANTS 
As above, F is a finite extension of Cl!, for some rational prime p, L/F is 
a normal, totally ramified extension of degree p2”, and K/F and K’/F are 
normal subextensions with K n K’ = F, KK’ = L, and [K : F] = [K’ : F]. In 
this chapter, we obtain some new invariants, derived from @i(G) and 
Ok, (G’), which are used in Section 3 to determine M,(K, K’) when 
tl(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1. 
Suppose L/F, K/F, and K’/F are as above and t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = t 
( 2 1). By (1.4) we have homomorphisms 
Since the elements of {Of;(c): o E G} lie in ‘$j’“‘/‘$Y’“‘+‘, we may define their 
ith elementary symmetric function to be an element ci in ‘!JP”‘r/23i~t+ i, for 
i = 1, . . . . p”. Similarly, define sj E CpiP’/23@‘“f+ ’ to be the ith elementary sym- 
metric function on the elements of {Sk, (0’): 6’ E G’}. Since Oi and @k, are 
independent of the choice of uniformizers K and rc’, so are E, and 6;. 
Therefore, si and q’ are invariants of the extensions K/F and K’/F for 
each i. We have seen how Ok(G) determines q for each i. Alternatively, 
we can show that the si determine Ok(G). Let n: be a prime element 
of DK. As E,E !j3i”“r/!Bipnt+1 is the ith elementary symmetric function on 
((u71--)/R+?)pnt+1)~Eo, we may let yi= EJR”ED~/@ be the ith 
elementary symmetric 
f(x) E (~J’$)Cxl by 
function on ((arc-rc))l~‘+~+~P),~~. Define 
f(x) = 5 (- l)iyixp”--i 
i=O 
Let {Pi} be the set of roots off(x). Then, by the construction off(x), 
(pl,={~+~}={‘u~-~)/~~~~‘+l~={Q~u)}. 
Therefore, we have shown that {q) determines {pj}, which determines 
wm>. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let n be a prime element of DC), with irr,(n)= 
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f(x)=a,+a,x+ ... +xp’ and define a,,=l. For Odi<p”-1 and 
t = t,(K/F), let 0 < j< p” - 1 satisfy jz it (mod p”). Then 
Furthermore, for all 1, vK(a,(p”\i) 7~~~“) > it with equality only if 
1 E it (mod p”). 
Proof. Recall that by definition, @IL,(o) = (an - n)/n + Fpflf+ ‘, so 
Q E Gi(mod !$3@“‘+‘), where di is the ith elementary symmetric function on 
the elements of {(CT - ~)/Tc : 0 E G}. We then have 
and therefore. 
f(x) = 5 aixi= n (x-an), 
i=O OCG 
f(?T(l +x))= n (n(l+x)--an)= I-I (XX-(an-71)) 
C7EG Z7EG 
Alternatively, we have 
f(71(1 +x))=h$oah[II(l +x)1”= 5 
h=oahnh (,I (2 xk>- 
By comparing the coefficient of xPnPi in the two expressions for 
f(n( 1 +x)), we have 
(-1)‘7~~“i5~= fj a,& j 
j-@-i 6 > -i ’ 
and therefore, 
si=(-l)i 5 
L > 
j a.niep” 
j-p”-i 
-i’ ’ 
AS hi s &i (mod ‘$I@“‘+ I), we have 
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Now, we note that, for any p” - i < j < p”, 
vL((,.‘_i)ajzj-d)=jpfl (modp2”), (2.2) 
since (P< i) and uj lie in F. Therefore, 
But .si E ‘!JJi~‘/$Pn’+ I, which implies 
Combining this with (2.2) gives us 
,,(d~-i)~j~j-pn)~itpn with equality only if j 2 it (mod p”), 
That is, (,dli) ajCp” E 0 (mod (piflffl ) if j & it (mod p”). Thus, the only 
possible nonzero contribution to E, comes from (,,,ji) ujrrPfl when j= it 
(mod p”), and the result follows, since uL(x) = p”u,(x) for all XE DK. m 
Recall that (1.1) relates oL(rc-rc’) to {uj} and {uj’}, the coefficients of 
irr,(a) and irrF(rr’). The above proposition relates {uj) and {u,!} to {ej} 
and {sj}. The important difference is that si and E: are invariants of K/F 
and P/F, respectively, and are thus independent of the choice of n and xl. 
We show a direct correspondence between U~(A - 7~‘) and all pairs {si, a]} 
when t,(K/F)= t,(K’/F) = 1 and rt and rr’ are chosen so that u~(R--‘)= 
M,(K, K’). The next discussion develops some techniques which will help 
in computing si and E:. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose K/F is a normal, totally ram@ed extension 
of degree p” and that t,(K/F) = t is relatively prime to p. Let t = lp” + s with 
O<s<p”- 1. Zf(j, p)= 1, then 
uK(aj) 2 (t-Z+ 1) p” if jcp”-s 
UK(q) 2 (t - I) p” if j>p”-s. 
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Proof. First, note that (t, p) = 1 3 (s, p) = 1. Lettting i = p” - 1 in (2.1 ) 
yields 
for all j, with equality only if j E - t (mod p”) (i.e., j = p” - s). Note that if 
(j, p) = 1, then u,(j) = 0 and, therefore, the above inequality becomes 
u,(a,)+j>(t-I)p”+p”-s (2.4) 
with equality only if j = p” -s. We now consider the other cases for j. 
Note that if j # p” - S, then (2.4) becomes 
u,(a,)+j>(t-l)p”+p”-s. 
Case 1. j<p”-s. 
If j < p” - s, then we have 
vK(uj)>(t-Z)p”+p”-s-j>(t-Z)p”. 
Thus, since u,(uj) is divisible by p”, we know u,(aj) > (t-f + 1) p”. 
Case 2. j>p”-s. 
We now use the fact that j< p”, which gives us 
u,(uj)>(t-l)p”+p”-s-j>(t--Z)p”-s. 
Again, since uK(uj) is divisible by p” and SC p”, this implies ua(uj)a 
(t - 1) p”, and the proposition is proven. 1 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. If up(r) = k, then p does not divide (A). 
Proof. Let r = jpk, where (j, p) = 1, and the proposition is a direct 
consequence of the congruence 
(x + yp s [XPk + yq (mod ~1, 
which shows that ($) zz ({) (mod p). 
Note that if r is any integer between 1 and p” - 1 with u,,(r) = k, then r 
has a unique representation of the form r = p” - lpk, where (1, p) = 1 and 
0~ 1~ pnek. In addition, up(r) = k < n. With this in mind, we have the 
following proposition, extending the result of (2.3) to include the case 
where (j, p) # 1 under the additional hypothesis that t,(K/F) < p. 
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(2.6) ~OPOSITION. Suppose K/F is a normal, totally ramijied extension 
of degree p” with t ( = tl(K/F)) < p. Let 0 < r-c p” with vJr) = k. Then 
vK(ar) > (t + 1) P” if r < p” - tpk, 
vK(ar) 2 tp” if r > p” - tpk. 
ProoJ: In (2.1), let I= r and i = p” - pk, and we may conclude 
(P” - pk)t < v, ((~~a,~r-~n)=v~(ar~r-pn)=vI(U,)+r-pp”, 
with equality only if r = p” - tpk, In any case, we have 
vK(a,) > p”(t + 1) - pkt - r. 
Case 1. r < p” - tpk. 
If r < p” - tpk, then (2.7) gives us 
vK(ar) > p”(t + 1) - pkt - p” + tpk = tp”. 
As vK(ar) must be a multiple of p”, we have vK(ar) > p”(t + 1). 
Case 2. r3pp”-tpk. 
Then r = p” - lpk with 1~ t, and (2.7) gives us 
vK(ar) 2 p”(t + 1) - pkt - p” + lpk 
= p”t - (t - I) pk > p”( t - 1). 
(2.7) 
Again, vK(ar) is a multiple of p”, so vK(ar) 2 p”t, and the proposition is 
proven. 1 
Now, let us return to the job of determining M,(K, K’) in the case where 
t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1. Recall that L/F is a totally ramified, normal exten- 
sion of degree p2”, with normal subextensions K/F and K’fF satisfying 
K n K’ = F, [K : F] = [K’ : F], and L = KK’. Note that t,(L/K) > 1 and 
t,(L/K’) > 1 since Gal(L/K) and Gal(L/K’) are p-groups, and t,(L/F) = 1 
by (1.3). Therefore, (0.1) gives us 2p” - p”- ’ < M,(K, K’) < 2p” - 1. 
By (1.2), if 71 and 71’ are prime elements of K and K’, respectively, 
M,(K, K’) = min(u,(aj-a;) + i: 0 <i< p”}, 
where ai and ai are the coefficients of xi in irr,(rr) and irrF(rc’), respec- 
tively. Since 2p” > M,(K, K’) 2 vt(rr - z’), it is clear that the minimum can 
occur only when vK(ai - a:) = p”. However, (2.6) gives us vK(ai) 2 2p” and 
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u&a:) 22~” as long as i# p”-pk for some k. Hence we have, with the 
notation as above: 
(2.8) LEMMA. The smallest integer i such that uxr(ai-- a,!) = p” is of the 
form i = p” - pk for some 0 <k < n. Moreover, vL(n - d) = 2p” -pk. (In 
particular, M,(K, K’) = 2p” - pk, for some 0 d k < n.) 
In the final section, we show that M,(K, K’) is determined by comparing 
ei and E: whenever t,(K/F)= t,(K’/F)= 1. In addition, we prove some 
interesting consequences of this result and attempt to place it in the context 
of known results when KJF and K’IF are cyclic extensions. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
In the following theorem, we demonstrate how {ei} and {E:} determine 
M,(K, K’) whenever t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1. We also see that if 71 and IC’ are 
prime elements of 0, and OK’ such that u,(x-rr’)>vL(n) (=p”), then 
(n - $) 0, = ‘$“f~(-). F’ mally, we provide a slight sharpening of the 
upper bound of (0.1) for M,( K, K’). 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let L/F be a totally ramified, normal extension of 
degree p’“. If K/F and K’/F are normal subextensions satisfying Kn K’ = F, 
KK’ = L, [K: F] = [K’ : Fj = p”, and t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1, then 
ML( K, K’) = p” + i, where i is the smallest integer satisfying &i # E:. 
In fact, M,(K, K’) = 2p” - pk, where k is the largest integer such that 
E,.-,k#E&k. 
Moreover, U~(R - 71’) > ~~(71) ( = p”) o U~(II - 71’) = M,(K, K’). 
Proof: Before we begin the proof, recall that by (2.1), 
&i=(-l)i nz 
6. > -i 
ain i--“+%ip”+’ if p”--idi 
and 
Ei=O+(pip”+’ if p”--i>i, 
where, as before, ai (resp. a;) denotes the coefftcient of xi in irr,(x) (resp. 
irr,(n’)) for prime element n: E 0, (resp. rc’ E OK,). 
Therefore, suppose that p” - i 6 i. Note that by (2.6), if i # p” - pm for 
some 0 <m <n, then a, E ‘$2pZn, and, therefore, Ed = 0 + ‘Qip” + ‘. The same 
argument shows that E: = 0 f ‘$‘#” ’ as well. Hence, the only possible 
values of i such that Ei#.$ are {i=p”-pm:O<m<n}. 
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Now, by (2.1) and (2.5), if 0 <m < n, then 
Now, choose ?r and rc’ so that DJTC - rc’) > uL(z)( = p”). We know such a 
choice is possible by (1.1) and (2.8). (Choose rc and 7~’ so that u=(rc - 7~‘) = 
M,(K, K’), for example.) We then have 
(7wc’)Eq3~+’ =~-$rl (mod’@) 
Pm 
z 1 (mod ‘$3). 
Let (7r/7r’)P - 1 = CI E !$.I We then have the following chain of equivalences : 
7-l 0 
Pm 
eap”-P-a~n-s 
2 E(P 
p2”+ 1 
ea+6”-a$-fl(l +a)E(P p2”+ 1 
*ap”-ppm- ab”-P”-crab”-pmE 5Qp+ 1 
As a;” _ d” E ‘p p2n and ~1 E ‘$, we have crak.-pm E (Pp2nt’, and, therefore, 
EP”-ppm=~;j7_dn~apn~pm-aal,_p~~Eppb+1 
oap”-P”-a$-P”EPpn+l 
ov,(ap”-P-a&d”)>pn. 
Recall that, for all i, uK(ai- a:) > p”, so we may rephrase the above 
statement: 
(3.2) 
Now, by (2.8), vL(n - a’) = 2p” - pk, where k is the largest integer (less 
than n) satisfying v,(a,.- pk -a;.- pt) = p”, which is, by (3.2), the largest 
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integer satisfying sP” _ pk # EL.- $. Hence k is clearly independent of the 
choice of n and rc’, so uL(rr- x’) = 2~” - pk = M,(K, K’) (provided, of 
course, uL( rc - n’) > p”). m 
Since uL(rc) = Us = p”, we know that uL(n - 7~‘) 2 p” for all rt and rc’. 
Therefore, (3.1) implies that there are exactly two choices for uL(rc - n’): p” 
or M,(K, K’). If rr and rc’ can be chosen so that NKIF(z) = N,,,,(n’) (when 
L/F is abelian, this is guaranteed by local class field theory), then 
uL(7c-rc’)> p”, and we have 
(3.3) COROLLARY. If L, K, K’, and F are as in (3.1), and TI and n’ are 
prime elements of DK and 0,. chosen so that Nk,r(7~)= NKzlF(n’), then 
(n - x’) 0, = (PJ+fL(=‘). 
The following corollary gives us another consequence of (3.1) in terms of 
the images of Sf; and Ok,. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let L, K, K’, and F be as in (3.1). Then Ok(G) # 
OL,r(G’). 
Proof By (3.1), if M,(K, K’) = 2p” - pk, we have E++- pk # E& pk, and 
the result follows since Ok(G) = Ok.(G’) if and only if E,= E: for each i. 1 
Another immediate corollary of (3.1) is due to the fact that if the 
ramification sequence for L/F has a unique breakpoint at 1, then so do the 
sequences for all subextensions. In particular, the sequences for K/F and 
K’/F have unique breakpoints at 1. In addition (by [4, Corollary 3, 
p. 67]), L/F must be an elementary abelian extension and, therefore, all 
subextensions are normal and we have 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let L/F be a normal, totally ramified extension of 
degree p2”. Suppose the Hilbert sequence for L/F has a unique breakpoint at 
1. If KfF and K’/F are two subextensions such that K n K’ = F, KK’ = L, and 
[K : F] = [K’ : F] = p”, then M,(K, K’) = p” + i, where i is the smallest 
integer satisfying ci # E:. In particular, i will be of the form i = p” - pk for 
some k< n. 
As a final note on (3.1), we assume that K/F and K’IF are cyclic exten- 
sions of degree p”, and t,(K/F)= t,(K’/F) = 1. By (3.1), M,(K, K’)= 
2p” - pk, where k is the largest integer satisfying E*” _ Pk #E& @. In this 
case, McCulloh showed that M,(K, K’) = 2p” - p”- ’ [3, Theorem A]. 
Why must k = n - 1 ? Since G and G’ are cyclic, we have (G/G21 = 
IG’/G;I = p, as, in any case, G/G, and G’/G; must be elementary abelian 
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[4, Corollary 3, p, 671. Therefore, (G2( = jG;l = p”- ‘. Then, since G, is the 
kernel of @i, G contains exactly p”-- p”-’ elements which do not go to 
O+‘pP+’ under 8 i. That is, if i>p”--p”-‘, any collection {O:(a)} for 
i distinct 0 E G must contain at least one 0 + !JJflp”‘. Therefore, for such i, 
&=o+qyP”+ and for the same reasons, E; = 0 + Cpiflql. But we showed 
earlier that if t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1 and i< p” - p”-l, then si= E; = 
o+ (pip”+‘. Therefore, the only possible i so that si # .s: is i = p” - p”- ‘, 
and (3.1) confirms that M,(K, K’) = 2p” - p”- ‘. 
Modifying the above argument, we have the following lemma: 
(3.6) LEMMA. Suppose K/F is a normal extension of degree p” and 
t,(K/F)=l. If i>p”-[G,(, then E,=O+~~~“+~. 
Proof Suppose JGzl = pm. Then, as G, is the kernel of Si, there are 
exactly p”- pm elements Q of G so that O;(a) # 0 + $?s+l. Therefore, if 
i>p”-p”, then any collection {Sk(c)} for i distinct 0 E G must contain 
at least one 0 + ‘Q p”+ ‘. That is, si = 0 + pip”’ ‘, and we are done. 1 
Our final theorem sharpens the upper bound given in (0.1) for 
ML(K, K’) when we assume that tl(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Suppose L/F is a normal, totally ram$ed extension of 
degree p2” and that K/F and K’/F are normal subextensions satisfying 
Kn K’ = F, KK’ = L, and [K: F] = [K’ : F]. Zf t,(K/F) = t,(K’/F) = 1, then 
Proof: By (3.6), we know that if i>p”-JG,I, then si=O+(pipntl. 
Similarly, if i> p”- IG;l, then E,! = 0 + ‘pipn+ ‘. Combining these two 
statements, we have 
Therefore, .si#s{ only if i<max{p”- IG21, p”- IGil), and the theorem 
follows from (3.1), since M,(K, K’) = p” + i, where i is the smallest integer 
such that si # E,!. 1 
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